For the extension of the sense of movement as far as the fingers, another exercise can be made. The children again take the copper rod and hold it with the fingers of both hands in shoulder distance, with the arms stretched out frontwards and parallel. Now they are told that they should play the piano on the rod with the four fingers, supporting the rod with the thumb. That they do for say seven or eight movements with the four fingers to the rhythm of music and then through a simultaneous turning of both hands come to hold the rod in such a way that the four fingers are now underneath the rod and the thumb on top. It is a movement that requires a certain skill of the fingers; many children tend to hold the rod at least with one whole hand and must be corrected to hold it with the fingers onlyMany children not able to oppose the thumb to the four fingers hold the rod with the fingers pressed against the palm of the hand and many more children, even those who have already certain skill in the fingers are not able to perform the turning movement when the four fingers move below the rod and the thumb to the top ot the rod. They do it with one hand first, holding the rod with the other hand and must gradually learn to do the turning movement with both hands simultaneously. That movement needs confidence and awareness of the skill of the fingers. 
